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Content of the presentation

I. How did we understand and approach the
social dimension of EU-LAC relations?

II. What are the most imporant issues regarding
the social dimension in the EU-LAC 
framework?

III. What are our suggestions in order to
strengthen the social dimension in the EU-LAC 
framework?



How did we understand and approach the
social dimension of EU-LAC relations?



Social Dimension

“social dimension alludes to the process of increasing 
opportunities and recognising (cultural) differences along 
with the reduction of inequality and discrimination that 

might be observable, for instance, in the access and 
quality of public services”

(EULAC FOCUS 2018)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Investigation interpreted the term “social policy” very broadly (at times going beyond meaning in the EU treaties)Designed in a way that allowed approaching this topic from multiple perspectives. Key focus areas: Social Inclusion, Social Protection,  Migration, Human development, Social and territorial cohesion…



Approaching the Social Dimension
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m
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Presentation Notes
The overall objective of this WP is to create, consolidate, and disseminate a shared knowlegde base on the historical development  and current significance of the social dimension of EU-CELAC relations, and its potential for creating sound bi regional social cooperation agendas.Specific objectives: Setting the scene:Scrutinize how has evolved in both regions (still) the vision of societies based on social cohesion and shared democratic values.Trends and challengesIdentify those social policies in the different models of European Welfare State that are (and traditionally have been) of particular interest for LAC countries. Simultaneously determine which Latin-American social policies (past and present) call (or should call) for attention in Europe.4. Explore the major common challenges related to social cohesion and social inclusion that predominantly preoccupy both regions in the mid and long term.Common actions 2.Analyse whether the social policies defined and implemented at EU level and, in particular, the EU policies for territorial cohesion still remain (or have ever been) inspiring models for LAC and if so in what way.5. Identify EU-CELAC common areas of collaboration and mutual influence for the construction of renewed social systems and define specific proposals and recommendations in order to strengthen the social dimension of EU – CELAC relations through dialogue and common initiatives.



Research Approach



What are the most imporant issues in the
social dimension in the EU-LAC framework?



Setting the Scene – Visions of Societies

EU

•A common “Social Model”, implemented 
by the EU does not exist as social issues 
remain mostly under competence of MS:
•Some social rights are secured in the 
different Treaties of the EU (e.g. worker 
rights), some are pushed forward through 
soft law approaches

•Regulations
•Financial instruments
•Indirect pressures
•Soft law 

•The EPSR promotes social policy as a 
productive factor for job creation and 
economic growth and is rooted in the 
social investment paradigm. 

(CE)LAC

Difficult to speak about regional social 
policy approaches in LAC;
Processes social turmoil (Venezuela, 

Ecuador, Chile, Haiti, etc.);
Regional integration projects are not 

equipped with the legal or institutional 
background to create binding norms for 
their members;
CELAC instruments:

Political Declarations. 
Action Plans. 
Planning Agendas

Relative stronger emphasis on social-
related topic, but p otential tension among 
productive and social goals
Concern on poverty includes inequality
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Presentation Notes
EPSR main issues : It focuses on three main issues: Equal opportunities and access to the labour market, fair working conditions, and adequate and sustainable social protection;Eu researchers: including approaches towards social inclusion of vulnerable groups and cohesion);Regulations: The competence of the European Union in the domain of social policy from Rome to Lisbon Financial Instruments: European Social Fund (ESF) Indirect pressure: integration, free movement of workersSoft law: Open Method for coordination, Europe 2020 strategy, EPSRPossible impact of bi-regional relations needs to be scrutinized regarding participating actors and their competences in this areas;EU side: Social issues remain to a huge extent under competence of MS, while only some competencies are at EU level;LAC side: Regional integration projects are not equipped with the legal or institutional background to create binding norms for their members;EU-LAC relation follows EU internal logics in the areas where it is effectively executed, “strategic partnership not on an equal basis



Trends and challenges

• Sustainability of the welfare state
• Care policy, work-life balance, 

construction of more extensive 
social protection

• Corruption
• Transparency of institution 

• Defintion of the concept
• Inequality
• Target population (eligibility, 

access)
• number of NEET people is 

increasing in both regions

• Human smuggling and 
trafficking

• vulnerability of migrants 
• unaccompanied minors 
• xenophobic and racist 

discourses 
• Irregular migration

• financing of programs for social 
inclusion 

• Access to social services
• Evaluation of instruments

Social
Inclusion Migration

Welfare
statePoverty
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Not in Education, Employment, or Training” 



Common Actions

EuroSociAL Socieux CRIP and NIPs

Development Cooperation Further Cooperation avenues

Key results
- Increasing 

interest in south-
south 
cooperation

- Flexible due to 
peer2peer 
exchange

- Topics: Public 
Finance, Justice, 
Employment, 
Social Protection

-
-
-

Key results
-Technical requests 
from medium 
income countries
-Missing information 
on project 
instruments in LAC

-Topics: Social 
insurance, 
assistance, labour 
policy, employment

Key results
-Technical 
assistance and 
trainings work well

-programmes 
designed according 
to national strategy
-Topics: promoting 
social cohesion and 
inclusion, Crime, 
Poverty

-LAC countries are increasingly interested in intra-regional cooperation with other LAC countries and, in 
general, in a more selective cooperation-Interest in EU social welfare reforms exists, but has declined over the 
period of the researched cooperation projects
- EU is still very important because its experience in the field of welfare reforms is deep, wide and of a very 
long duration intention of peer-to-peer exchange is acknowledged by LAC experts
-LAC countries are more interested in expert advise, exchange visits and analytical work from the EU rather 
than in budget support
- “copy and paste” does not work
-cooperation in LAC, particularly trough the EUROsociAL programme, promotes also South-South cooperation
- non-traditional cooperation programmes create significant impact on social dimension (e.g. territorial 
cohesion)

URBELAC
-City-collaboration
networks
-Common indicators
-Strong intercultural
component

URB-AL
-dynamics and
potentials of urban 
spaces
-Decentralised
cooperation

CESCAN/CBC
- Social cohesion focus
- Knowledge 

generation on cross
border cooperaiton

EURO-SOLAR
-rural communities
-Renewable energy
-Access to services
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Presentation Notes
Socieux: only mexico, Peru and Colombia used the mecahisms plus Saint Kitts and NevisEven if the interest exists, in the last ten years this interest has declined, especially due to the economic crisis in many European countries. As a result, LAC countries are starting to be interested also in receiving cooperation assistance from other regions, i.e. from Asia, particularly China. In some cases, LAC interest in EU experiences is “induced” by the institutions that implement the programmes.LAC countries are increasingly interested in intra-regional cooperation with other LAC countries and, in general, in a more selective cooperation, case by case, according to their necessities, without a preference towards a specific model. The EU in general or its member states are considered less a reference model and LAC countries’ interests are broader in geographical scope. Nevertheless, cooperation from EU is still very important because its experience in the field of welfare reforms is deep, wide and of a very long duration. It is also appreciated that, at least according to many consulted experts, EU cooperation takes into consideration the priorities of the recipient countries and does not try to impose solely its own priorities. Moreover, EU cooperation is much more based on peer-to-peer exchange.LAC countries are more interested in expert advise, exchange visits and analytical work from the EU rather than in budget support. As a large number of LAC countries are middle-income, their standards are more similar to those of the EU. As such, they are more interested in an exchange with the EU. Cooperation with the EU means that they can learn about the best practices that exist in the EU, and receive technical support to aid their processes of design, reform and implementation of public welfare policies.EU experiences cannot be transposed directly to LAC countries. It is necessary to adapt these experiences to the LAC context as there are important differences between regions and a “copy-and-paste” of the EU experience in LAC countries would not be an appropriate approach.EU cooperation in LAC, particularly trough the EUROsociAL programme, promotes also South-South cooperation. In some cases, the experts that participated in the actions promoted were only from LAC countries and there were no experts from the EU. In such cases, therefore, the EU facilitates South-South cooperation without necessarily directly transferring its own experiences.



What are our suggestions in order to
strengthen the social dimension in the EU-
LAC framework?



Suggested Actions

i. Update the discourse on development and social issues at the bi-
regional level to adopt a holistic and universal perspective and to 
overcome the outdated north-south divide

ii. Establish a bi-regional platform on social development monitoring  
iii. Establish a very ambitious EU cooperation programme to exchange 

welfare experiences between EU and LAC 
iv. Strengthen the social dimensions of joint research programmes in 

the field of social policy between EU and LAC 
v. Build up joint Training and Research Programme(s) on social inclusion 

policy 
vi. Revive the bi-regional Dialogue on Migration
vii. Introduce reciprocity regarding protection of migrant workers in 

bilateral agreements 



Thank you very much for your 
attention!
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